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Abstract. We define a potential-weighted connective constant that measures the effective
strength of a repulsive pair potential of a Gibbs point process modulated by the geometry of
the underlying space. We then show that this definition leads to improved bounds for Gibbs
uniqueness for all non-trivial repulsive pair potentials on Rd and other metric measure spaces.
We do this by constructing a tree-branching collection of densities associated to the point
process that captures the interplay between the potential and the geometry of the space.
When the activity is small as a function of the potential-weighted connective constant this
object exhibits an infinite volume uniqueness property. On the other hand, we show that our
uniqueness bound can be tight for certain spaces: the same infinite volume object exhibits
non-uniqueness for activities above our bound in the case when the underlying space has
the geometry of a tree.

1. Introduction

Let φ be a symmetric function from Rd × Rd → (−∞,∞]. A finite-volume Gibbs point
process acting via the pair potential φ on a bounded region Λ ⊂ Rd at activity λ ≥ 0 is the
probability measure ν on finite point sets in Λ with density e−H(·) against the Poisson process
of intensity λ on Λ, where

H(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑

1≤i<j≤k
φ(xi, xj) .

Infinite-volume Gibbs point processes on Rd can be defined via the Dobrushin–Lanford–Ruelle
(DLR) or Georgii–Nguyen–Zessin (GNZ) equations (see, e.g., [32, 5, 17]).

In statistical mechanics, the central questions about Gibbs point processes (or simply
Gibbs measures) are about phase transitions. Phase transitions can be defined in terms of
the existence and uniqueness of infinite-volume Gibbs measures for a given potential φ and
activity λ. General results say that under mild conditions on the potential φ there always
exists such an infinite-volume measure on Rd. The question of uniqueness or non-uniqueness
is much more difficult. In fact, though it is widely believed that there is non-uniqueness for
a large class of potentials when λ is large enough, there is no known proof of non-uniqueness
for the class of finite-range, rotationally symmetric pair potentials (including the widely-
studied hard sphere model discussed below). On the other hand, when the interaction φ is
weak enough and the activity λ is small enough, general results tell us that there is a unique
Gibbs measure. Finding better and better conditions for uniqueness is thus a central topic
in classical statistical physics, not only because of the connection to phase transitions but
also because many techniques for proving uniqueness also give additional information such
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2 MARCUS MICHELEN AND WILL PERKINS

as correlation decay, mixing properties of Markov chains, or convergence of expansions for
thermodynamic quantities.

One way to characterize the strength of a potential is through its temperedness constant.
A potential φ is tempered if

Cφ = sup
v∈Rd

∫
Rd
|1− e−φ(x,v)| dx <∞ ,

and we call Cφ the temperedness constant.

Some condition on φ is also needed to ensure thermodynamic behavior. A potential φ is
stable if there exists B ≥ 0 so that for all k ≥ 2 and all x1, . . . , xk ∈ Rd,∑

1≤i<j≤k
φ(xi, xj) ≥ −Bk .

A potential is repulsive if φ(x, y) ≥ 0 for all x, y. Every repulsive potential is stable with
stability constant B = 0.

The most general criteria for uniqueness of the infinite volume Gibbs measure are in terms
of Cφ and B. The classic result of Penrose [27] and Ruelle [31] is that for λ < 1

e2B+1Cφ
the

Gibbs measure is unique. For the case of repulsive potentials, the corresponding bound of 1
eCφ

was obtained earlier by Groeneveld [11]. For repulsive potentials Meeron [22] improved the
bound for uniqueness to 1/Cφ, and the current authors further improved this to e/Cφ [24].

The above bounds all depend only on the strength of the interaction as captured by the
temperedness constant Cφ (and the stability constant B in the general case), and not on

the geometry of the underlying space Rd or the interaction between the potential φ and
the geometry. Nevertheless, in some cases geometric information has been used to improve
bounds. For instance, improved bounds on the radius of convergence of the cluster expansion
for hard spheres [8] and general repulsive potentials [17, 26] have been obtained in terms of
multidimensional integrals. The method of disagreement percolation has been used to link
properties of continuum percolation to uniqueness of Gibbs measures [14, 15, 3]; this method
is particularly effective in low-dimensional Euclidean space.

Here we find a general approach to combine information about the potential φ and the
geometry of the underlying space by defining a new notion of a potential-weighted connective
constant, inspired by the notion of the self-avoiding-walk connective constant of a lattice
(see e.g. [12, 21]) that has found algorithmic and probabilistic applications in studying the
discrete hard-core model [35, 34]. The potential-weighted connective constant ∆φ is the free
energy of a continuum polymer model with an energy function and a step distribution that
both depend on φ. The constant ∆φ is always at most Cφ, with a strict inequality for any

non-trivial potential φ on Rd.
This definition allows us to obtain the best known bounds for uniqueness of Gibbs measures

defined via repulsive pair potentials on Rd (and in greater generality). Our main result
(Theorem 3 below) is uniqueness of the infinite-volume Gibbs measure for λ < e/∆φ.

We also explore the quality of this bound by constructing an infinite-depth tree recursion,
a collection of densities indexed by an infinitely branching tree, that combines information
from the potential and the geometry of the underlying space (either Rd or some other metric
measure space). When the underlying space is a pure tree (a 0-hyperbolic space for which
∆φ = Cφ) we show the bound e/∆φ is tight: there is a uniqueness/non-uniqueness phase
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transition at λ = e/∆φ, and so any further improvement to our bound will need to incorporate
information about the underlying space beyond that captured by ∆φ.

In the next section we formally define the potential-weighted connective constant and the
general setting in which we work, then state our main results.

1.1. Potential weighted connective constants and absence of phase transition. We
start by considering a generalization of the Gibbs point processes defined above by allowing
more general spaces than Rd (see [17] for several fundamental results in such generality).

Let X be a complete, separable, metric space equipped with a metric d(·, ·), and a locally-
finite reference measure µ on the Borel sets of X with respect to d1 . Let φ : X×X→ (−∞,∞]
be a measurable symmetric function2. We extend the definition of the temperedness constant
Cφ to be

(1) Cφ := sup
v∈X

∫
X
|1− e−φ(x,v)| dµ(x)

For x ∈ X, and locally finite X ⊂ X, let

Hx(X) :=
∑
y∈X

φ(x, y) .

A Gibbs point process (or Gibbs measure) acting via the pair potential φ on X at activity
λ is a probability measure ν on locally finite points sets of X that satisfies the GNZ equations:

(2) Eν

[∑
x∈X

F (x,X)

]
= λ

∫
X
Eν
[
F (x,X ∪ {x})e−Hx(X)

]
dµ(x)

for all measurable non-negative test functions F , where we write X for a sample from ν. The
existence of a Gibbs measure for a given X, φ, and λ holds under the conditions considered
here [17, Appendix B].

We make one non-degeneracy assumption on the space (X, µ, d). For each x ∈ X, consider
the map πx : X → R≥0 defined by πx(y) = d(y, x). Let µx denote the pushfoward measure
defined by µx = µ ◦π−1

x . In other words, for a Borel set U ⊂ R≥0, define µx(U) = µ({y ∈ X :
d(y, x) ∈ U}). We will assume the following.

Assumption 1. For each x ∈ X, the measure µx on [0,∞) is absolutely continuous with
respect to Lebesgue measure.

Assumption 1 is a kind of full-dimensionality assumption: one consequence is that thin
spherical shells have small measure. For instance, on Rd it forbids a reference measure that
gives positive measure to lower dimensional subspaces. If X = Rd, µ is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure, and d is the standard metric—or any equivalent metric—
then (X, µ, d) satisfies Assumption 1.

Now given such a space (X, µ, d) and a potential φ we can defined the potential-weighted
connective constant. Since the potential φ may take the value of +∞, we adhere to the

1We use ‘d’ for both the dimension of Rd and for a metric but the meaning will be clear from the context.
2Since φ is measurable, we know that for µ almost-all v the function x 7→ φ(v, x) is measurable. By

removing this possible null-set on which slices are not measurable, we may assume without loss of generality
that φ(v, •) is measurable for all v ∈ X.
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convention that 0 ·+∞ = 0 in such instances. We also use the convention that an empty sum
is equal to 0.

Definition 2. For a repulsive potential φ, and for each natural number k, define
(3)

Vk := sup
v0∈X

∫
Xk

k∏
j=1

(
exp

(
−
j−2∑
i=0

1d(vj ,vi)<d(vi,vi+1)φ(vj , vi)

)
·
(

1− e−φ(vj ,vj−1)
))

dµk(v) .

The potential-weighted connective constant ∆φ is

(4) ∆φ := lim
k→∞

V
1/k
k = inf

k≥1
V

1/k
k .

The constant ∆φ is the exponential of the free energy of a polymer chain with with energy
and step distribution defined depending on d and φ (see e.g. [6, 25, 16] for more on polymer
chains in the continuum and on lattices).

It follows from the definition and the assumption that φ is repulsive that {Vk} is submul-
tiplicative, and so the limit exists and is equal to the infimum. We provide the details in
Section 2. In particular, by bounding the first exponential term in the product by 1, we have
that Vk ≤ Ckφ and so ∆φ ≤ Cφ. As in the case of the connective constant in the discrete

setting, computing ∆φ exactly even for basic models appears to be intractable (see [7] for a
notable exception, and more background on connective constants), although rigorous upper
bounds may be proven by bounding Vk for some specific k.

Our main result is that a Gibbs point process defined by a repulsive pair potential exhibits
uniqueness for activities λ < e/∆φ.

Theorem 3. Let X be a complete, separable, metric space equipped with a locally finite
reference measure µ satisfying Assumption 1. Let φ be a repulsive, tempered potential with
potential-weighted connective constant ∆φ on X. Then for λ < e/∆φ, there is a unique Gibbs
measure.

We also prove a bound on complex evaluations of the partition function in finite volume.
Suppose that Λ ⊂ X with µ(Λ) <∞. Then the partition function of the model is

(5) ZΛ(λ) = 1 +
∑
k≥1

λk

k!

∫
Λk
e−H(x1,...,xk) dµ(x1) · · · dµ(xk) .

Convergence of the cluster expansion (e.g. [11, 27, 31]) implies a uniform bound on the
magnitude of the finite volume (complex) pressure, | logZΛ(λ)|/µ(Λ), for λ in a disk around
the origin in C. However, non-physical singularities of logZ on the negative real axis limit
the applicability of the cluster expansion. In [24] the current authors proved a uniform bound
on the finite volume pressure for λ in a complex neighborhood of [0, λ] for λ < e/Cφ. Here
we improve this by replacing the temperedness constant by the potential-weighted connective
constant.

Theorem 4. Let X be a complete, separable, metric space equipped with a locally finite ref-
erence measure µ satisfying Assumption 1. Let φ be a repulsive, tempered potential with
potential-weighted connective constant ∆φ. Then for λ0 < e/∆φ, there is some simply con-
nected open set D ⊂ C containing the interval [0, λ0] and some C > 0 so that for every λ ∈ D
and every Λ ⊂ X with µ(Λ) <∞, we have

(6) | logZΛ(λ)| ≤ Cµ(Λ) .
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Using this theorem we can deduce analyticity of the infinite volume pressure for repulsive
point processes (with translation invariant potentials) on Rd. The infinite volume pressure is
p(λ) = limn→∞

1
n logZΛn(λ), where Λn is the box of volume n in Rd.

Corollary 5. Consider a Gibbs point process with a translation-invariant, tempered, repulsive
potential φ on Rd. For activities 0 ≤ λ < e/∆φ the infinite volume pressure is analytic.

Corollary 5 holds in greater generality than Rd; what is required in addition to Theorem 4
is simply the existence of the limit of finite volume pressures.

1.1.1. Example: the hard sphere model. The hard sphere model (e.g. [1, 20, 23]) is defined
by setting φ(x) = +∞ if ‖x‖ < r and 0 otherwise, for some r > 0. This potential forbids
configurations of points in which a pair of points is within distance r; in other words, valid
configurations are sets of centers of sphere packings of spheres of radius r/2. The hard
sphere model is a model of a gas; in dimensions two and three it is expected to exhibit a
phase transition in the infinite volume limit [1, 2].

Let vd,r be the volume of the ball of radius r in Rd. Then Cφ = vd,r and so Groeneveld’s
bound for uniqueness and analyticity via convergence of the cluster expansion is 1/(evd,r) [11],
while Meeron’s bound is 1/vd,r [22]. The bound of Fernández, Procacci, and Scoppola on
cluster expansion convergence in dimension 2 is .5107/v2,r [8]. Hofer-Temmel [14] proves
a bound on uniqueness of 2.1866/v2,r using disagreement percolation (note that the bound
stated in [14] is too small by a factor 4). Helmuth, Perkins, and Petti proved uniqueness (and
strong spatial mixing) in dimension d ≥ 2 for λ < 2/vd,r [13]. The current authors proved
uniqueness and analyticity for λ < e/vd,r [24]. Theorem 3 and Corollary 5 improve all of
these bounds; in particular, we provide an explicit bound on ∆φ in the case of hard-spheres

showing uniqueness for λ < e/(vd,r(1− 1/8d+1)) in Lemma 12. We calculate a better bound
on the improvement in the case of dimension 2 by calculating V2 exactly.

Corollary 6. The hard sphere model on R2 exhibits uniqueness and analyticity for

λ <
e√

1
2 + 3

√
3

8π v2,r

≈ 3.233

v2,r
.

Note that this bound is approximately 6.33 times larger than the best-known lower bound
on the radius of convergence of the cluster expansion from [8] and an improvement of a factor
approximately 1.1895 over the bound in [24]. In Section 2 we discuss possible further explicit
improvements by obtaining better estimates on ∆φ for hard spheres and other potentials.

1.2. Infinite-depth tree recursions. To prove the main theorem on uniqueness of Gibbs
measures, in Section 4 we construct a new object, an infinite collection of point process
densities structured as an uncountably branching tree of countable depth.

Recall that the density of a Gibbs point process ν on X is the function ρν : X→ [0,∞) so
that for bounded, measurable A ⊂ X,∫

A
ρν(v) dv = Eν |A ∩X|

(see Section 3 for a formal definition).
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Below in Proposition 17 we will prove the identity

(7) ρν(v) = λ(v) exp

(
−
∫
X
ρνv→w(w)(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w)

)
where νv→w is an explicit Gibbs measure defined below. Now for each w ∈ X we can use (7)
again to write ρνv→w(w) in the same form, but with densities of different Gibbs measures
in the integrand. Repeating this inductively yields a sequence of computations structured
as a tree in which every node (corresponding to a density on the left-hand-side of (7)) has
uncountably many children (the densities that appear in the integral on the right-hand-side
of (7)). We call this a tree recursion, and carrying this out to countably infinite depth yields
an infinite-depth tree recursion which we now define.

Let ~γ :
⋃∞
k=1 Xk → [0, 1] be a measurable function. We say ~γ is a damping function if

~γ(v) = 1 for all v ∈ X and

(8) ~γ(v0, v1 . . . , v`) ≤ ~γ(v1, v2, . . . , v`)

for all ` ≥ 1 and all (v0, v1, . . . , v`) ∈ X`+1.

Fix λ ≥ 0, and let π :
⋃∞
k=1 Xk → [0, λ] be a measurable function and ~γ a damping

function. We say π is an infinite-depth tree recursion adapted to the pair (λ, ~γ) if for each
k ≥ 0 and each tuple (v0, v1, . . . , vk) ∈ Xk+1, we have

π(v0, . . . , vk) = λ · ~γ(v0, . . . , vk) exp

(
−
∫
X
π(v0, . . . , vk, w)(1− e−φ(vk,w)) dµ(w)

)
.

The form of this equation arises from applying (7).

The damping function ~γ captures a notion of geometry. In particular, for a given Gibbs
measure ν we will construct an infinite-depth tree recursion π so that π(v) = ρν(v) for all
v ∈ X. The damping function ~γw in this construction is given explicitly and depends only on
X, µ, and φ. We set ~γw(v) = 1 and ~γw(u, v) = 1 for each u, v ∈ X, and for k ≥ 2,

~γw(v0, v1, . . . , vk) = exp

(
−
k−2∑
i=0

1d(vk,vi)<d(vi,vi+1)φ(vk, vi)

)
.

As we will see in Section 4, the form of this damping function arises from recursively apply-
ing (7).

We will use uniqueness of infinite-depth tree recursions to prove uniqueness of Gibbs mea-
sures.

Theorem 7. Fix a repulsive, tempered potential φ and a space (X, µ, d) satisfying Assump-
tion 1. Suppose there is a unique infinite-depth tree recursion at activity λ for every damping
function ~γ ≤ ~γw. Then there is a unique Gibbs measure on (X, µ, d) with potential φ and
activity λ.

In other words, infinite-depth tree recursions can witness non-uniqueness: if there are
multiple distinct Gibbs measures on (X, µ, d) with potential φ and activity λ, then there is
some ~γ ≤ ~γw so that there exist multiple distinct infinite depth tree recursions at activity λ
with damping function ~γ.
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To prove Theorem 3 , we associate a potential-weighted connective constant to a damping
function ~γ. Define

(9) Vk(~γ) = sup
v0∈X

∫
Xk

k∏
j=1

~γ(v0, v1, . . . , vj)
(

1− e−φ(vj ,vj−1)
)
dµk(v) ,

and define ∆φ(~γ) = limk→∞ Vk(~γ)1/k = infk≥1 Vk(~γ)1/k. In particular, if we construct ~γw
from (X, µ, d) as above, then by definition ∆φ(~γw) = ∆φ. Theorem 3 then follows from
Theorem 7 and a uniqueness result for infinite-depth tree recursions.

Theorem 8. Fix a repulsive, tempered potential φ and a space (X, µ, d) satisfying Assump-
tion 1. Let ~γ be a damping function. If λ < e/∆φ(~γ), then there is at most one infinite-depth
tree recursion π adapted to (λ, ~γ).

1.3. Methods. The inspiration for our methods comes from the algorithmic ‘correlation-
decay method’ for approximate counting and sampling in the discrete hard-core model due
to Weitz [37] and refinements based on the connective constant of a family of graphs due to
Sinclair, Srivastava, Štefankovič, and Yin [35, 34]. Weitz gave an algorithm to approximate
the marginal probability that a vertex v is in the random independent set drawn according
to the hard-core model on a graph G. Using a recursion (and following a similar construction
of Godsil [10]), Weitz builds a ‘self-avoiding walk tree’ or ‘computational tree’ with the
property that the probability the root of the tree is occupied in the hard-core model on the
tree is exactly the probability v is occupied in the hard-core model on G. In general this
tree may be exponentially large in the size of G, but when the activity λ is small enough,
the tree exhibits strong spatial mixing and so by truncating the tree one may obtain a good
approximation of the desired occupation probability. For graphs of maximum degree ∆, small

enough means λ < λc(∆) = (∆−1)∆−1

(∆−2)∆ , the uniqueness threshold of the hard-core model on

the infinite ∆-regular tree. Sinclair, Srivastava, Štefankovič, and Yin showed that this bound
is too pessimistic for families of graphs with some additional geometric properties. They use
the connective constant of a graph (the exponential growth rate of self-avoiding walks) to
obtain better algorithmic bounds for families of graphs for which there is a substantial gap
between the maximum degree minus 1 and the connective constant; such families include low-
dimensional lattices like Z2 and sequences of sparse Erdős-Rényi random graphs for which
the maximum degree is unbounded but the connective constant is bounded. In particular,
Sinclair, Srivastava, Štefankovič, and Yin use this approach to obtain the best known bound
on uniqueness of Gibbs measure for the hard-core model on Z2 [34]. The connective constant
approach is specific to hard-core systems, namely the hard-core model and monomer-dimer
models on a graph, and it remains an open problem to find a similar approach for more
general spin systems on graphs (for the anti-ferromagnetic Ising model, for instance).

In [24], the current authors proved a recursive identity for the density of a repulsive point
process (a special case of Lemma 32 below) inspired by one step of Weitz’s recursion. By
analyzing contractive properties of this identity (and adapting ideas from the discrete setting
in [28]), we proved uniqueness of the infinite volume Gibbs measure and analyticity of the
pressure for λ < e/Cφ.

Here the potential-weighted connective constant allows us to achieve an improvement anal-
ogous to that of [34] for the hard-core model. Our approach is not restricted to hard-core
systems, but instead works for all repulsive pair potentials. We leave as a future direction
the question of adapting this definition back to the discrete setting.
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2. The potential-weighted connective constant

In this section we derive some properties of the potential-weighted connective constants
∆φ(~γ) and ∆φ and give an upper bound in some special cases.

We first show submultiplicativity of Vk(~γ) as defined in (9).

Lemma 9. For any damping function ~γ and k, ` ∈ N we have Vk+`(~γ) ≤ Vk(~γ)V`(~γ). Thus

limk→∞ Vk(~γ)1/k = infk≥1 Vk(~γ)1/k.

Proof. We note that for any tuple (v0, . . . , vk+`) we have

k+∏̀
j=1

~γ(v0, . . . , vj)(1− e−φ(vj ,vj−1)) ≤

 k∏
j=1

~γ(v0, . . . , vj)(1− e−φ(vj ,vj−1))


×
∏̀
j=1

~γ(vk, . . . , vk+j)(1− e−φ(vk+j ,vk+j−1)) .

Integrating over variables vk+1, . . . , vk+` first followed by v1, . . . , vk shows shows Vk+`(~γ) ≤
Vk(~γ)V`(~γ). Fekete’s lemma then shows limk→∞ Vk(~γ)1/k = infk≥1 Vk(~γ)1/k. �

2.1. Hard disks. To understand the definition of Vk, and thus that of ∆φ, consider the

example of hard spheres in Rd. The potential φ is given by φ(x, y) =∞ for ‖x− y‖2 < r and
φ(x, y) = 0 for ‖x− y‖2 ≥ r, and so letting d be the standard `2 metric we have

Vk =

∫
(Rd)k

k∏
j=1

1{d(xj , xj−1) < r} ·
j−2∏
i=0

1{d(xj , xi) > d(xi, xi+1)} dx .

In words, Vk is the measure of tuples (v1, . . . , vk) where adjacent points are within r of each
other and points later in the tuple are forbidden from the disks centered at xi with boundary
containing xi+1. Figure 2.1 shows such a tuple for k = 5.

Figure 1. A tuple counted in V5 for the hard disk model. At each stage, a
new point is chosen uniformly at random from the light gray disk. If it lies in
the dark gray region, then the entire tuple is rejected. If not, then we draw
the medium gray disk centered at the previous point with the new point on
the boundary, and add this new disk to the dark gray forbidden region.

We now give an upper bound on ∆φ for hard disks (hard spheres in dimension 2). By
submultiplicativity we have ∆φ ≤

√
V2 and it suffices to prove an upper bound for

V2 =

∫
B2

1‖w1+w2‖2>‖w1‖2 dw1 dw2 ,
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where B is the disk of radius r (and volume v2,r) around 0.

Using some basic planar geometry we can compute V2 exactly.

Lemma 10. In dimension 2 we have V2 = v2
2,r(

1
2 + 3

√
3

8π ), and so the hard disk potential φ

satisfies ∆φ ≤
√

1
2 + 3

√
3

8π · v2,r.

Proof. The ratio V2/v
2
2,r is constant with respect to r, and so we may assume for simplicity

that r = 1. If ‖w1‖2 ≤ 1/2, note then that
∫
B 1‖w1+w2‖2>‖w1‖2 dw2 = π(1 − ‖w1‖22). When

s := ‖w1‖2 > 1/2, then the formula for the area of a lens gives∫
B

1‖w1+w2‖2>‖w1‖2 dw2 = π −
(
s2 arccos

(
1− 1

2s2

)
+ arccos

(
1

2s

)
− 1

2

√
(2s− 1)(2s+ 1)

)
.

We then have

V2 = 2π2

∫ 1/2

0
s(1− s2) ds

+ 2π

∫ 1

1/2
s

(
π −

(
s2 arccos

(
1− 1

2s2

)
+ arccos

(
1

2s

)
− 1

2

√
(2s− 1)(2s+ 1)

))
ds

=
1

2
π2 +

3
√

3

8
π .

We thus have V2/v
2
2,r = 1

2 + 3
√

3
8π . �

Corollary 6 follows from Lemma 10 and Theorems 3 and 4.

Remark 11. We note that this approach leaves open the possibility for further improvements

to the bound given in Lemma 10 by computational means; since ∆φ ≤ V
1/k
k for each k, (rig-

orous) approximations for the terms Vk provide upper bounds for ∆φ. By submultiplicativity,
this bound gets tighter for larger and larger k. With this in mind, it appears that the bound

∆φ ≤ V
1/2

2 is somewhat slack for the hard disk model. We do not take up the approach
of computing better approximations rigorously although a Monte-Carlo simulation for V20

suggests that in fact ∆φ ≤ .62 · Cφ.

A similar approach gives a crude but non-trivial upper bound on ∆φ for both hard spheres
and hard cubes (hard spheres in the `∞-metric) in dimension d ≥ 2.

Lemma 12. For hard-spheres or hard-cubes in dimension d ≥ 2 we have

∆φ < (1− (1/8)d+1)Cφ .

Proof. The potential is of the form φ(x, y) = +∞ for ‖x − y‖∗ < r and 0 otherwise, where
for hard cubes ‖ · ‖∗ is the `∞-norm and for hard spheres it is the `2-norm. We write ‖ · ‖ for
this norm, for simplicity. As in Lemma 10, we take r = 1, and we will bound V2 where we
set x0 = 0. We have

V2 =

∫
B2

1

1‖w1+w2‖>‖w1‖ dw1 dw2
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where we choose the `2-norm for the metric d in the case of hard spheres and `∞-norm in the
case of hard cubes. Define U = {‖w1‖ ∈ [1/4, 1/2], ‖w1 +w2‖ ≤ 1/4} and note that on U we
have ‖w1 + w2‖ ≤ ‖w1‖. Further, the volume of U is |U | = (|B1/2| − |B1/4|) · |B1/4| and so

V2

|B1|2
≤ 1− |U |

|B1|2
= 1− 1

8d
+

1

16d
.

This gives ∆φ/Cφ ≤
√
V2/|B1|2 ≤ 1− 8−(d+1) as claimed. �

Similar explicit bounds on ∆φ can be computed for other potentials by computing or
bounding Vk. The calculations above can easily be adapted to the case of the Strauss pro-
cess [36], with potential φ(x, y) = a · 1‖x−y‖≤r for some a > 0, a soft-interaction version of

the hard sphere model. We obtain uniqueness for the Strauss process on R2 for

λ <
e

Cφ

(
1

2
+

3
√

3

8π
+ e−a

(
1

2
− 3
√

3

8π

))−1/2

by computing V2 exactly.

2.2. Relation to curvature. For what spaces X should we expect ∆φ to be a significant
improvement over Cφ? A rough answer is that the lower the dimension and the less negatively
curved the space, the greater the improvement that can be expected.

If the underlying space X is a Riemannian manifold, the gap between ∆φ and Cφ is related
to the curvature of the manifold. We illustrate this in the special case of a Riemannian man-
ifold with constant curvature. In this case, the proof of Lemma 12 goes through essentially
unchanged.

Fact 13. Let M be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with constant sectional curvature
κ. Suppose that φ is of finite range R > 0, i.e. φ(x, y) = 0 if d(x, y) > R; suppose further
that there is some ε > 0 so that for all (x, y) with d(x, y) ≤ ε we have φ(x, y) = c ∈ (0,+∞].
Then ∆φ ≤ (1− δ)Cφ where δ > 0 depends on φ, n and κ.

Proof. Define Bp(r) to be the (geodesic) ball of radius r centered at p; since M is of constant
sectional curvature, the volume of Br(p) is a function only of n, r and κ (see, e.g., [29]). For
a given point p ∈M , define U = {(x, y) ∈M2 : d(x, p) ∈ [ε/4, ε/2], d(y, p) ≤ ε/4}. Then the
contribution to C2

φ given from the integral over U is exactly (|Bε/2|− |Bε/4|) · |Bε/4|(1−e−c)2.

However, the contribution to V2 on U is e−c(|Bε/2| − |Bε/4|) · |Bε/4|(1 − e−c)2. Since φ has

radius R, Cφ ≤ |BR|, and so we have that V2 ≤ (1− δ)C2
φ for some δ. Taking square roots of

both sides completes the proof. �

We note that as κ tends to −∞, then the volume of U is a vanishingly small proportion
of |Bε|2, and so the δ in this bound tends to 0 as κ→ −∞.

Intuitively, large negative curvature appears to be the obstacle towards achieving a strict
upper bound on ∆φ/Cφ. We suspect that this is true in a more general setting than Fact 13
states. In particular, it appears that an assumption of constant curvature is unnecessarily
strong, and that simply a lower bound on curvature is all that is needed for the connective
constant to be strictly less than Cφ; one piece of evidence towards this is the Bishop-Cheeger-
Gromov comparison theorem, which states that if a complete manifold has Ricci curvature
bounded below, then balls can only grow as fast (in volume) as in a corresponding hyperbolic
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space (see [29] for more context and a precise statement). We put forward a question in this
direction.

Question 1. In the setting of a Riemannian manifold with where Ricci curvature is bounded
below by κ, do we have that ∆φ ≤ (1− δ)Cφ, where δ > 0 depends only on the dimension, κ,
and φ?

3. Gibbs measures, densities, and recursions

In this section we present some definitions and lemmas about Gibbs point processes and
their accompanying density functions in finite and infinite volume. Much of the background
and many fundamental results about these processes can be found in [32, 17].

We then prove a recursive identity for the density of a point process (following the identity
for finite-volume densities in [24]) which will be the crucial tool in our construction of tree
recursions in Section 4.

3.1. Point process preliminaries. Fix a complete, separable metric space X equipped with
a metric d and a locally finite Borel measure µ satisfying Assumption 1.

We let B denote the Borel sets on X. A locally-finite counting measure is a measure ν on
X with ν(A) ∈ N0 for all bounded A ∈ B. Let N denote the set of locally finite counting
measures on X respectively and let N be the σ-algebra on N generated by the maps ν 7→ ν(A)
for each A ∈ B. For a measurable set Λ ⊂ X, let N (Λ) denote the set of locally-finite counting
measures on Λ and N(Λ) be the associated σ-algebra.

A point process is a random counting measure on X that is measurable with respect to N.
Each instance of a random counting measure η can be identified with a finite or countable
set of points that correspond to its atoms; more specifically, there is a set X = {x1, x2, . . .}
so that η =

∑
x∈X δx. We will write X for the random set of points of a point process.

We generalize slightly to the case of inhomogeneous activity functions. The generalization
introduce some redundancy since the inhomogeneity could be incorporated into the reference
measure µ, but it will be convenient for our proofs. An activity function λ : X → R≥0 is a
measurable function on X with

∫
B λ(x)dµ(x) < ∞ for every bounded B ∈ B. It is bounded

by λ if λ(x) ≤ λ for all x ∈ X.

A Gibbs point process on (X, µ, d) with potential φ and activity function λ is a probability
measure ν on N satisfying the GNZ equations:

(10) Eν

[∑
x∈X

F (x,X)

]
=

∫
X
λ(x)Eν

[
F (x,X ∪ {x})e−Hx(X)

]
dµ(x)

for every measurable function F : X×N → [0,∞).

A useful fact about repulsive point processes is that they are stochastically dominated by
Poisson processes.

Lemma 14 ([9]). Let X be a Gibbs point process on X associated to activity function λ and
repulsive potential φ. Then X is stochastically dominated by the Poisson process of intensity
λ on X in the sense that if Y is the Poisson process of intensity λ, then there is a coupling
of (X,Y) so that X ⊆ Y.
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3.2. Densities. Our main objects of study will be the density functions of a Gibbs point
process (both the 1-point and k-point densities).

Given a Gibbs measure ν on X associated with activity function λ and potential φ, the
density ρν : X→ [0,∞) is defined by

(11) ρν(v) = λ(v)Eνe−Hv(X) .

By (2), the density has the property that its integral over a region B gives the expected
number of points of the point process in B:∫

B
ρν(v)dµ(v) = Eν |X ∩B| .

The k-point density function ρν : Xk → [0,∞) is

(12) ρν(v1, . . . , vk) = e−H(v1,...,vk) ·
k∏
j=1

λ(vj) · Eνe−
∑k
j=1 Hvj (X) .

Our method for proving uniqueness of the Gibbs measure will be proving uniqueness of
the k-point density functions, and the following lemma [19].

Lemma 15 ([19]). Suppose there exists a constant C > 0 so that

ρν(v1, . . . , vk) ≤ Ck

for all v1, . . . , vk ∈ X. Then the collection of k-point density functions ρν(v1, . . . , vk), k ≥ 1,
v1, . . . , vk ∈ X, determine the Gibbs measure ν.

The bound ρν(v1, . . . , vk) ≤ Ck is sometimes called the Ruelle bound, and Lemma 15 may
be viewed as a point process version of Carleman’s condition from probability theory.

It will be useful for us to modify an activity function λ by decreasing it at a set of points
by pointwise multiplication by a function f : X → [0, 1]. We let λ · f denote the function
defined by (λ ·f)(v) = λ(v)f(v). The next lemma says that if this modification is bounded in
a certain sense, then we obtain a well-defined Gibbs measure as a result of the modification.

Lemma 16. Let ν be a Gibbs measure associated to an activity function λ and repulsive
potential φ. Let f : X→ [0, 1] be a measurable function so that Eν

∏
x∈X f(x) > 0. Then the

measure νf defined by

νf (E) ∝
∫
E

∏
x∈X

f(x) dν(X)

is a Gibbs measure with potential φ and activity function λf = λ · f .

Proof. We need to show that νf satisfies the GNZ equations with activity function λf . Set
Ξ = Eν

∏
x∈X f(x) to be the constant of proportionality in the definition of νf . For a given

test function F , define G by G(x,X) =
(∏

y∈X f(y)
)
F (x,X). Write

Eνf

[∑
x∈X

F (x,X)

]
= Ξ−1Eν

∏
y∈X

f(y)
∑
x∈X

F (x,X)

 = Ξ−1Eν

[∑
x∈X

G(x,X)

]

= Ξ−1

∫
X
λ(x)Eν

[
G(x,X ∪ {x})e−Hx(X)

]
dµ(x)
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=

∫
X
λ(x)f(x)Eνf

[
F (x,X ∪ {x})e−Hx(X)

]
dµ(x)

where on the second line we applied the GNZ equation to the Gibbs measure ν with function
G. This shows νf satisfies the GNZ equations with activity λf , and is thus a Gibbs measure
for that activity. �

3.3. Integral identities. The following is an extension of [24, Theorem 8] which gave a re-
cursive integral identity for the density of a finite-volume Gibbs point process with a repulsive
potential.

Proposition 17. Let ν be a Gibbs measure associated to activity λ and repulsive potential
φ, and suppose µ satisfies Assumption 1. For any point v ∈ X we have

(13) ρν(v) = λ(v) exp

(
−
∫
X
ρνv→w(w)(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w)

)
where νv→w is the Gibbs measure defined by

νv→w(E) ∝
∫
E

exp

(
−
∑
x∈X

φ(x, v)1d(x,v)<d(v,w)

)
dν(X) .

In other words, νv→w is the Gibbs measure obtained from Lemma 16 with f(x) =
exp(−φ(x, v)1d(x,v)<d(w,v)). We show in Lemma 19 that f satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma
16 and so νv→w is well-defined.

Proof. Let Bt(v) denote the ball of radius t centered at v. For each t > 0, let νt be the
probability measure defined by

νt(E) ∝
∫
E

exp

− ∑
x∈X∩Bt(v)

φ(v, x)

 dν(X) .

By Lemma 16, νt is a Gibbs measure associated to the activity x 7→ λ(x)e−φ(v,x)1{x∈Bt(v)} .
For a sequence 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tM < tM+1 = +∞ we have the telescoping product

(14) Eνe−Hv(X) =

M∏
j=0

Eνtj e
−

∑
x∈X∩(Btj+1

(v)\Btj (v)) φ(x,v)
.

Let ε ∈ (0, 1), and R > 0; we will ultimately take ε → 0+ followed by R → ∞. Choose M
and the sequence {tj} so that tM = R and µ(Btj+1(v) \ Btj (v)) ≤ ε for j < M . Note that
this is possible by Assumption 1. For simplicity, write Sj := Btj (v) and νj := νtj .

Claim 18. For j ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} we have

logEνje
−

∑
x∈X∩(Sj+1\Sj) φ(x,v)

= −
∫
Sj+1\Sj

(1− e−φ(v,w))ρνj (w) dµ(w)

+O

(
λ2ε

∫
Sj+1\Sj

(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w)

)

Proof of Claim 18. Write A := Sj+1 \ Sj . By Poisson domination (Lemma 14), bound∣∣∣1− Eνje
−

∑
x∈X∩A φ(v,x)

∣∣∣ ≤ λ ∫
A

(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w) .
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Thus we have

logEνje
−

∑
x∈X∩A φ(x,v) = −Eνj

(
1− e−

∑
x∈X∩A φ(v,x)

)
+O

(
λ2ε

∫
A

(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w)

)
.

(15)

Note that

(16)

∣∣∣∣∣1− e−∑
x∈X∩A φ(v,x) −

∑
x∈X∩A

(
1− e−φ(v,x)

)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1|X∩A|≥2

∑
x∈X∩A

(1− e−φ(v,x))

and by Poisson domination we have

(17) Eνj

[
1|X∩A|≥2

∑
x∈X∩A

(1− e−φ(v,x))

]
= O

(
λ2ε

∫
A

(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w)

)
.

Combining lines (15), (16) and (17) shows

logEνj exp

(
−

∑
x∈X∩A

φ(v, x)

)
= −Eνj

∑
x∈X∩A

(1−e−φ(v,x))+O

(
λ2ε

∫
A

(1− e−φ(v,w)) dµ(w)

)
.

The GNZ equation (2) shows

Eνj
∑

x∈X∩A
(1− e−φ(v,x)) =

∫
A

(1− e−φ(v,w))ρνj (w) dµ(w)

completing the proof. �

Claim 18 handles all terms in the product (14) aside from the last one; Poisson domination
and temperedness shows that the final term tends to 1 as R→∞ and so Claim 18 shows

(18) Eνe−Hv(X) = exp

−M−1∑
j=0

∫
Sj+1\Sj

(1− e−φ(v,x))ρνj (w) dµ(w) + o(1) +O(λ2Cφε)


where the o(1) term is as R → ∞. Keeping R fixed and sending ε → 0+, the bounded
convergence theorem shows

(19)

M−1∑
j=0

∫
Sj+1\Sj

(1− e−φ(v,x))ρνj (w) dµ(w)
ε→0+

−−−−→
∫
BR(v)

(1− e−φ(v,x))ρνv→w(w) dµ(w) .

Taking ε→ 0+ followed by R→∞ and combining lines (18) and (19) completes the proof. �

We can decompose the k-point density function of a Gibbs measure ν into a product of
1-point densities for altered Gibbs measures. In order to do this, we will need to check the
condition of Lemma 16, and so we show that densities are non-zero in the support of λ.

Lemma 19. Let ν be an infinite volume Gibbs measure associated to an activity function λ
and repulsive potential φ. Then if λ ≤ λ, then for all v1, . . . , vk we have

Eνe−
∑k
j=1Hvj (X) ≥ 1

2
e−6λkCφ .
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Proof. We will again use the Poisson domination guaranteed by Lemma 14 and lower bound
the expectation by the corresponding expectation for a Poisson process; let Y denote the
Poisson process on X with intensity λ against the measure µ. Define Sj := {x : φ(vj , x) ≥ 1}
and S = ∪Sj . Note that since Y is a Poisson process, the processes Y ∩ S and Y ∩ Sc are

independent. By temperedness, we have µ(S) ≤ 2kCφ and so with probability e−2λkCφ we
have Y ∩ S = ∅. Note that∑

j

EHvj (Y ∩ Sc) ≤
∑
j

λ

∫
Scj

φ(vj , x) dµ(x) ≤
∑
j

2λ

∫
Scj

(1− e−φ(vj ,x)) dµ(x) ≤ 2λkCφ .

By Markov’s inequality, this implies

PY∩Sc(e
−

∑k
j=1 Hvj (Y∩Sc) ≤ e−4λkCφ) ≤ 1

2
.

We may then bound

EYe
−

∑k
j=1 Hvj (Y) ≥ e−2λkCφEY∩Sce

−
∑k
j=1 Hvj (Y∩Sc) ≥ 1

2
e−2λkCφe−4λkCφ .

�

We now show that k-point densities of infinite volume Gibbs measures may be written as
a product of 1-point densities of Gibbs measures.

Lemma 20. Let ν be a Gibbs measure associated to activity function λ and repulsive potential

φ. For a tuple (v1, . . . , vk) ∈ Xk, define the functions f1, . . . , fk by fj(w) = e−
∑j−1
i=1 φ(vi,w),

and let ν1, . . . , νk and λ1, . . . ,λk be the Gibbs measures and activities derived from (ν,λ) and
the functions f1, . . . , fk via Lemma 16. Then

ρν(v1, . . . , vk) =

k∏
j=1

ρνj (vj) .

Proof. Define the measure νj via

νj(E) ∝
∫
E
e−

∑j−1
i=1 Hvi (X) dν(X)

and note that νj is a Gibbs measure associated to activity λj by Lemma 16; we note that
the hypotheses of Lemma 16 are met due to Lemma 19. Write

k∏
j=1

ρνj (vj) =
k∏
j=1

(
λ(vj)e

−
∑j−1
i=1 φ(vj ,vi)

Eνe−
∑j
i=1Hvi (X)

Eνe−
∑j−1
i=1 Hvi (X)

)

= e−H(v1,...,vk)

 k∏
j=1

λ(vj)

Eνe−
∑k
i=1 Hvi (X)

= ρν(v1, . . . , vk)

where the second equality is due to the fact that the product telescopes. �
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4. Tree recursions

In this section we construct finite- and infinite-depth tree-structured computations of the
density of a Gibbs point process, using the identity of Proposition 17 and modeled after
Weitz’s computational tree in the discrete setting [37] (and the earlier construction of Godsil
for matchings in a graph [10]).

Throughout this section fix a space (X, µ, d) satisfying Assumption 1 and a tempered,
repulsive potential φ.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, we can use the integral identity of Proposition 17 recursively
to construct a tree-structured sequence of computations for the density of a point process, ρν .
We will show that analyzing this recursive computation lets us deduce uniqueness properties
of the model, provided λ is small enough as a function of φ and (X, µ, d).

4.1. Finite-depth tree recursions. We start by constructing finite-depth tree recursions.
These will be defined in terms of the space (X, µ, d), the potential φ, an activity function λ,
and two other objects: a damping function and a boundary condition.

For k ≥ 1, we define a depth-k damping function to be a measurable function ~γ :
⋃k
j=1 Xj →

[0, 1] with the following properties:

(1) ~γ(v) = 1 for all v ∈ X
(2) For all 1 ≤ ` < k, and all (v0, . . . v`) ∈ X`+1,

(20) ~γ(v0, . . . , v`) ≤ ~γ(v1, . . . , v`) .

A depth-k boundary condition is a bounded measurable function ~τ : Xk+1 → [0,∞).

For k ≥ 0, the depth-k tree recursion with activity function λ, damping function ~γ, and

boundary condition ~τ is the function πλ,~τ ,~γ :
⋃k+1
j=1 Xj defined by:

(21) πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vk) = ~τ(v0, . . . , vk)

and

πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj) = λ(vj) · ~γ(v0, . . . , vj)

× exp

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(vj ,w))πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj , w) dµ(w)

)
(22)

for j = 0, . . . , k − 1.

We interpret the recursion as follows: consider a depth-k tree with nodes indexed by tuples
of points from X and a root with index v0 ∈ X. The children of node xv0,...,vj are the nodes
xv0,...,vj ,w for w ∈ X. Following Proposition 17, we assign densities to nodes in this tree
by integrating over its children. For the nodes at depth k (tuples of size k + 1) we specify
densities via the boundary conditions ~τ . Note that a depth-0 recursion employs no damping
function: the output is simply the boundary condition.

We first observe that the recursion makes sense: all the functions being integrated are
integrable.

Lemma 21. Fix k ≥ 1, a λ-bounded activity function λ, and depth-k boundary con-
dition ~τ and damping function ~γ as above. For each 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, the function
(v0, . . . vj) 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj) is measurable and bounded by λ. As a consequence, for almost
all (v0, . . . , vj), the function x 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj , •) is measurable.
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Proof. The second statement follows immediately from the first, and so it is sufficient to
show measurability of (v0, . . . vj) 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj). We prove so by induction on k − j
and note that when k − j = 0 this follows from the assumption that ~τ is measurable.
We suppose now that (v0, . . . vj) 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj) is measurable and seek to prove
(v0, . . . vj−1) 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1) is measurable. We note that ~γ and λ are measurable
and that the product of measurable functions is measurable. By the inductive hypothesis,
the function πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . vj−1, •) is measurable for almost all (v0, . . . , vj−1) and thus we have

measurability of (v0, . . . , vj−1) 7→
∫
X(1 − e−φ(x,vk−1))~τ(v0, . . . , vk−1, x) dµ(x). Postcomposing

by the continuous function x 7→ e−x preserves measurability, thus completing the proof. �

As Lemma 21 allows us define tree recursions for µj+1-almost-all (v0, . . . , vj), we say that
two tree recursions are equal if they are equal on almost-all tuples of each size.

We note also that there is a recursive structure: within a depth-k tree recursion, there are
tree recursions of depth 0, 1, . . . k − 1. In particular for a depth-k tree recursion πλ,~τ ,~γ and

a given (v0, . . . , vj−1) ∈ Xj , we may “shift” the tree recursion to start at tuples with prefix
(v0, . . . , vj−1). Define the triple (λ′, ~τ ′, ~γ ′) via

λ′(y) := λ(y)~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y)(23)

~τ ′(y0, . . . , yk−j) := ~τ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0, . . . , yk−j)(24)

~γ ′(y0, . . . , y`) :=
~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0, . . . , y`)

~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0)
, for 0 ≤ ` < k − j .(25)

In the case that ~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0) = 0, we define ~γ ′(y0) = 1 and ~γ ′(y0, . . . , y`) = 0 for ` ≥ 1.
In particular, ~γ ′ is a depth-(k − j) damping function and ~τ ′ is a depth-(k − j) boundary
condition. With all this in place, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 22. Suppose πλ,~τ ,~γ is a depth-k tree recursion and (v0, . . . vj−1) ∈ Xj for some

1 ≤ j ≤ k. Then for (λ′, ~τ ′, ~γ ′) as defined in equations(23), (24) and (25) we have

πλ′,~τ ′,~γ′(y0, . . . , y`) = πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0, . . . , y`)

for all 0 ≤ ` ≤ k − j and all (y0, . . . , y`) ∈ X`+1 for which the right-hand-side is defined.

Proof. We induct on k − j − ` and note that the ` = 0 case follows from applying (21) and
the definition of ~τ ′. We now suppose that we have proven the lemma for some ` and want to
show it holds for `− 1. Applying (22) shows

πλ′,~τ ′,~γ′(y0, . . . , y`−1) = λ′(y`−1)~γ ′(y0, . . . , y`−1)

× exp

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(y`−1,w))πλ′,~τ ′,γ′(y0, . . . , y`−1, w) dµ(w)

)
.(26)

Write

(27) λ′(y`−1)~γ ′(y0, . . . , y`−1) = λ(y`−1)~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0, . . . , y`−1) .

Applying the inductive hypothesis and combining (26) and (27) along with (22) for
πλ,~τ ,~γ(v0, . . . , vj−1, y0, . . . , y`−1) completes the inductive step. �

We now show that for every k ≥ 0, the density function ρν of a Gibbs point process ν
(defined with respect to the activity function λ) can be expressed via a depth-k tree recursion
of a special type: the damping function ~γ is explicit and does not depend on λ; moreover, the
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damping function of the depth-(k+ 1) tree recursion is an extension of the damping function
of the depth-k recursion (it agrees up to tuples of size k). Define the damping function

(28) ~γw(v0, . . . , vj) =

j−2∏
i=0

exp
(
−1d(vj ,vi)<d(vi+1,vi) · φ(vj , vi)

)
,

where we interpret the empty product as 1, so that ~γw(v) = 1 and ~γw(u, v) = 1 for all
u, v ∈ X. Note that since φ ≥ 0, this function satisfies (20).

Now we define a specific boundary condition ~τw. For (v0, . . . , vk) ∈ Xk+1, define the Gibbs
measure νv0,...,vk from ν via Lemma 16 using the function

(29) fv0,...,vk(s) =

k−1∏
i=0

exp
(
−1d(s,vi)<d(vi+1,vi) · φ(s, vi)

)
.

In particular, for k = 0 we have fv0 ≡ 1 and so νv0 = ν. We also have fv0,v1(s) =
exp

(
−1d(s,v0)<d(v1,v0) · φ(s, v0)

)
, and so νv0,v1 = νv0→v1 , the Gibbs measure from Proposi-

tion 17.

With these Gibbs measures defined we let

(30) ~τw(v0, . . . , vk) = ρνv0,...,vk (vk) .

We now show that the finite-depth tree recursion with damping function ~γw and boundary
condition ~τw computes the density of the Gibbs point process. Further, since we have assumed
that φ(v, •) is measurable for all v, we see that in fact πλ,~τw,~γw is defined for all tuples
(v0, . . . , vj) with j ≤ k rather than just almost all tuples.

Lemma 23. Consider a Gibbs measure ν with activity function λ. For k ≥ 0 define the
damping function ~γw via (28) and the boundary conditions ~τw via (30). Then the resulting
depth-k tree recursion πλ,~τw,~γw computes the density function of ν:

πλ,~τw,~γw(v) = ρν(v) for all v ∈ X .

Proof. We prove this by induction on k. For k = 0, we have

πλ,~τw,~γw(v) = ~τ(v) = ρνv(v) = ρν(v) .

Now for k ≥ 1, apply Proposition 17 to obtain

(31) ρν(v0) = λ(v0) exp

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(v0,v1))ρνv0→v1 (v1) dµ(v1)

)
.

By (22), it is sufficient to prove ρνv0→v1 (v1) = πλ,~τw,~γw(v0, v1). By the inductive hypothesis we
have ρλv0→v1 ,~τw,v0,v1 ,~γw(v1) = ρνv0→v1 (v1), where we write ~τw,v0,v1 to be the boundary condition

obtained from (30) for νv0→v1 . We apply Lemma 22 for j = 1 to see πλ,~τw,~γw(v0, v1) =

πλ′,~τ ′w,~γ′w(v1) where we define λ′, ~τ ′w and ~γ ′w by (23), (24) and (25). We first note that

~τ ′w(v1, . . . , vk) = ~τw(v0, . . . , vk) = ρνv0,...,vk (vk)

and
~τw,v0,v1(v1, . . . , vk) = ρ(νv0→v1 )v1,...,vk

(vk) = ρνv0,...,vk (vk)

thus showing that the boundary conditions match. We note that λ = λ′ since ~γw(v0, v1) = 1.
Finally, we see that for j ≥ 2 we have

λv0→v1(vj)~γw(v1, . . . , vj) = ~γw(v0, . . . , vj)λ(vj) .(32)
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Thus

(33) πλ′,~τ ′w,~γ′w(v1) = πλv0→v1 ,~τw,v0,v1 ,~γw(v1) = ρνv0→v1

Combining (31) and (33) with Lemma 22 and (22), we obtain

ρν(v0) = λ(v0)

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(v0,v1))ρνv0→v1 (v1) dµ

)
= λ(v0)

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(v0,v1))πλ′,~τ ′w,~γ′w(v1) dµ

)
= λ(v0)

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(v0,v1))πλ,~τw,~γw(v0, v1) dµ

)
= πλ,~τw,~γw(v0)

thus proving the lemma. �

4.2. Infinite-depth tree recursions. In this section we define infinite-depth tree recur-
sions. These will be defined in terms of the space (X, µ, d), the potential φ, and activity
function λ, and an infinite-depth damping function ~γ.

A damping function (or infinite-depth damping function) is a measurable function ~γ :⋃∞
j=1 Xj → [0, 1] satisfying ~γ(v) = 1 for all v ∈ X and satisfying property (20) for all ` ≥ 1

and all (v0, . . . , v`) ∈ X`+1.

Given an activity function λ and damping function ~γ, an infinite-depth tree recursion
adapted to λ, ~γ is a measurable function π :

⋃∞
k=1 Xk → [0,∞) such that for all j ≥ 0 and

almost all (v0, . . . , vj) ∈ Xj+1 we have

(34) π(v0, . . . , vj) = λ(vj) · ~γ(v0, . . . , vj) exp

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(vj ,w))π(v0, . . . , vj , w) dµ(w)

)
.

Extending the construction of Lemma 23, we show that there exists an infinite-depth tree
recursion computing the density of any Gibbs measure, with damping function ~γ that does
not depend on λ.

Lemma 24. Let ν be a Gibbs measure with activity function λ. Define the damping function
~γw via (28) for j ≥ 1. Then there is an infinite-depth tree recursion πw adapted to λ, ~γw
with the property that πw(v) = ρν(v) for almost all v ∈ X. Moreover, πw is given explicitly
as

πw(v0, . . . , vk) = ρνv0,...,vk (vk)

with νv0,...,vk defined via (29).

Proof. A function πw :
⋃∞
k=1 Xk → [0,∞) is adapted to λ, ~γw if its restriction to

⋃k+1
j=1 Xj is a

depth-k tree recursion for every k. Thus the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 23. �

Now we can prove Theorem 7, which we restate now in slightly greater generality.

Theorem 25. Fix a repulsive, tempered potential φ and a space (X, µ, d) satisfying Assump-
tion 1. Let λ be an activity function bounded by some λ ≥ 0. Suppose that for every damping
function ~γ ≤ ~γw there is at most one infinite-depth tree recursion adapted to λ, ~γ. Then
there is a unique Gibbs measure on (X, µ, d) with potential φ and activity function λ.
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Proof. Since φ is repulsive and λ is bounded by λ, the `-point density functions satisfy the
Ruelle bound:

ρν(v1, . . . , v`) ≤ λ`

for every Gibbs measure ν and all (v1, . . . , v`) ∈ X`. By Lemma 15, ν is determined by the
collection of `-point density functions ρν(v1, . . . , v`). Thus, it is sufficient to show that for
any two Gibbs measures ν and ν ′ associated to λ, we have ρν(v1, . . . , v`) = ρν′(v1, . . . , v`) for
all ` ≥ 1 and all (v1, . . . , v`) ∈ X`.

By Lemma 20, the `-point density can be written as the product of 1-point densities with
modified activity functions, so it is sufficient to show that ρνj (vj) = ρν′j (vj) where νj and

ν ′j are as defined in Lemma 20; set λj to be the activity defined in Lemma 20 as well. By

Lemma 24, we may find infinite-depth tree recursions πw and π′w adapted to λj , ~γw so that

πw(vj) = ρνj (vj) and π′w(vj) = ρν′j (vj) .

Further, if we set ~γj(w0, w1, . . . , wk) = ~γw(w0, w1, . . . , wk) · λj(wk)/λ(wk) for k ≥ 1, then
~γj is a damping function and both functions πw and π′w are infinite-depth tree recursions
adapted to λ and ~γj . By assumption, such infinite-depth tree recursions are unique and
so πw(vj) = π′w(vj), i.e. ρνj (vj) = ρν′j (vj). This shows uniqueness of the `-point density

functions and in turn shows uniqueness of Gibbs measure. �

5. Contraction and convergence of densities

In this section we show the recursive computation above satisfies a contractive property
when the activity function λ is bounded by λ < e/∆φ(~γ). This contractive property implies
that the finite-depth tree recursion exhibits decay of dependence on the boundary condition
~τ and that there is at most one infinite-depth tree recursion, thus proving Theorem 8. As
shown in Section 4, Theorem 8 implies Theorem 25.

5.1. Contraction. We will prove Theorem 8 by the method of contraction. Ultimately, a
depth-k tree recursion consists of iterating a given map. In particular, given a bounded
measurable function ρ : X→ [0,∞), v ∈ X and λ ≥ 0, define the function

(35) Fv(λ,ρ) := λ exp

(
−
∫
X

(1− e−φ(v,w))ρ(w) dµ(w)

)
.

A depth-k tree recursion consists of a k-fold iteration of this function F , where we alter
v depending on the coordinates of the tuple in the tree and set λ to be λ(v) times a corre-
sponding damping function ~γ. In order to show uniqueness of infinite-depth tree recursions,
we will show that for sufficiently large k, depth-k tree recursions πλ,~τ ,~γ satisfy a contractive
property in ~τ , provided we are in the regime specified in Theorem 8.

In order to prove this, we make use of a change of coordinates under which Fv will be
simpler to analyze. This use of a change of coordinates—also called a “potential function”—
is inspired by the contraction technique in the computer science literature [30, 35, 34, 28].
The current authors obtained a zero-free region for repulsive Gibbs point processes in [24]
using a potential function and contraction; here, we require a different change of coordinates,
and must unwrap many layers of the tree-recursion at once so that we can see the geometry
of the space, as measured by ∆φ(~γ). We prove the following technical lemma, from which
Theorem 8 will follow.
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Lemma 26. Consider two depth-k tree recursions with common activity function λ and
damping function ~γ and possibly different boundary conditions ~τ1 and ~τ2 respectively. If
λ ∈ [0, λ] then for each v ∈ X we have∣∣∣√πλ,~τ1,~γ(v)−

√
πλ,~τ2,~γ(v)

∣∣∣2 ≤ (λ/e)k · Vk(~γ) · ‖~τ1 − ~τ2‖∞ .

This contraction statement—applicable only for real-valued λ—is strong enough to prove
uniqueness of Gibbs measures, but a bit more will be needed in order to prove analyticity.
The analogous statement for complex activity functions is Lemma 34 below.

We begin by defining the change of coordinates with which we will prove a contraction.
Define gv(λ, z) =

√
Fv(λ, z2). It is not necessarily the case that gv itself is a contraction, but

rather that an iterated version will be contractive when we consider the appropriate values
of λ modulated by ~γ. Intuitively, this is because a single iteration of gv cannot “see” the
large-scale behavior of the damping function ~γ but higher iterations of gv see more and more.

Our first step towards establishing this contraction is to apply the mean value theorem to
understand a single iteration of gv.

Lemma 27. For any two non-negative functions x,y on X, λ ≥ 0, and v ∈ X we have

|gv(λ,x)− gv(λ,y)|2 ≤ e−1λ

∫
X

(1− e−φ(v,w))|y(w)− x(w)|2 dµ(w) .

Proof. Set zt = (1− t)x + ty and write αw = 1− e−φ(v,w). Then

d

dt
gv(λ, zt) =

d

dt

(
λ exp

(
−
∫
X

((1− t)x− ty)2αw dµ(w)

))1/2

= −
(
λ exp

(
−
∫
X

zt(w)2αw dµ(w)

))1/2 ∫
X

zt(w)(y(w)− x(w))αw dµ(w) .

By the mean value theorem we thus have
(36)

|gv(λ,x)− gv(λ,y)| ≤
(
λ exp

(
−
∫
X

zt(w)2 αwdµ(w)

))1/2 ∫
X

zt(w)|y(w)− x(w)|αw dµ(w) .

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with the measure αw dµ(w) gives
(37)∫

X
zt(w)|y(w)− x(w)|αw dµ(w) ≤

(∫
X

z2
t (w)αw dµ(w)

∫
X
|y(w)− x(w)|2αw dµ(w)

)1/2

.

If we set s :=
∫
X z2

t (w)αw dµ(w) then combining lines (36) and (37) gives

(38) |gv(λ,x)− gv(λ,y)|2 ≤ λe−ss
∫
X
|y(w)− x(w)|2αw dµ(w) .

Noting that e−ss ≤ 1/e for s ≥ 0 completes the proof. �

We now iterate this bound:

Lemma 28. In the context of Lemma 26, we have∣∣∣√πλ,~τ1,~γ(v0)−
√
πλ,~τ2,~γ(v0)

∣∣∣2 ≤ e−k ∫
Xk

k∏
j=1

λ(vj)~γ(v0, . . . , vj)(1− e−φ(vj ,v0))
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× |
√
~τ1(v0, . . . , vk)−

√
~τ2(v0, . . . , vk)|2dµ(k)(v1, . . . , vk) .

Proof. We proceed by induction and note that the k = 1 case follows immediately from
Lemma 27. To complete the inductive step, for a given v ∈ X, we define depth-k − 1
recursions by setting ~γv(v1, . . . , v`) = ~γ(v, v1, . . . , v`) and for j ∈ {1, 2} set ~τj,v(v1, . . . , vk) =
~τj(v, v1, . . . , vk). Then by Lemma 22 we have πλ,~τ1,~γ(v) = Fv(λ(v), πλ,~τ1,v ,~γv(•)) and similarly
for ~τ2. Thus∣∣∣√πλ,~τ1,~γ(v0)−

√
πλ,~τ2,~γ(v0)

∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣gv0

(
λ(v0),

√
πλ,~τ1,v0 ,~γv0

(•)
)
− gv0

(
λ(v0),

√
πλ,~τ2,v0 ,~γv0

(•)
)∣∣∣2 .

Applying Lemma 27 and the inductive hypothesis completes the bound. �

Proof of Lemma 26. Apply Lemma 28, bound λ(vj) ≤ λ and use the elementary bound

|
√
~τ1(v0, . . . , vk)−

√
~τ2(v0, . . . , vk)|2 ≤ ‖~τ1 − ~τ2‖∞

to obtain∣∣∣∣√πλ,~τ1,~γ(v0)−
√
πλ,~τ2,~γ(v0)

∣∣∣∣2
≤ (λ/e)k · ‖~τ1 − ~τ2‖∞

∫
Xk

k∏
j=1

~γ(v0, . . . , vj)(1− e−φ(vj ,v0)) dµ(k)(v1, . . . , vk)

≤ (λ/e)k · ‖~τ1 − ~τ2‖∞ · Vk(~γ) .

�

Proof of Theorem 8. By shifting the tree recursion using Lemma 22, we note that it is suf-
ficient to prove uniqueness of π(v) for each v ∈ X. Let λ < e/∆φ(~γ) and find ε > 0 so that
λ(1+ε) ≤ e/∆φ(~γ). By the definition of ∆φ(~γ), we may find k0 so that for all k ≥ k0 we have

Vk(~γ)1/k ≤ (1 + ε/2)∆φ(~γ). We note that for each k, we may truncate an infinite-depth tree
recursion to a depth-k tree recursion, and that the boundary condition is uniformly bounded
by λ. Thus, if π and π′ are two such infinite-depth tree recursions then we may apply Lemma
26 for each k ≥ k0 to see

|
√
π(v)−

√
π′(v)|2 ≤ λ(λ/e)kVk(~γ) ≤ λ((1 + ε)∆φ(~γ))−k((1 + ε/2)∆φ(~γ))k

= λ

(
1 + ε/2

1 + ε

)k
.

Sending k →∞ shows π(v) = π′(v), thus completing the proof. �

5.2. Non-uniqueness of tree recursions for large λ. If the underlying space X is well-
behaved, then even more can be said. We say that (X, µ, d, φ) is homogeneous if for any pair
of points x, y ∈ X there is a bijection g : X→ X with g(x) = y so that g preserves the metric
d, the measure µ, and the potential φ. Informally, X is homogeneous if every point looks the
same.

When (X, µ, d, φ) is homogeneous we in fact have that e/Cφ is the uniqueness threshold
for infinite-depth tree recursions adapted to (φ, λ): below the threshold is the uniqueness
regime and above the threshold is the non-uniqueness regime. This is analogous to the result
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of Kelly [18] determining the uniqueness threshold for the discrete hard-core model on the
infinite ∆-regular tree. See also [4].

Theorem 29. Let φ be a repulsive, tempered potential and suppose that (X, µ, d, φ) is homo-
geneous. Let ~γ1 be the identically 1 damping function. Then

(1) For all λ ≥ 0 there is an infinite-depth tree recursion adapted to λ, ~γ1.
(2) For λ ∈ [0, e/Cφ) the infinite-depth tree recursion is unique.
(3) For λ > e/Cφ the infinite-depth tree recursion is not unique.

Proof. First we show that for any λ ≥ 0 there exists an infinite volume density function for
(φ, λ). Note that in this case F (λ, z) = λ exp(−zCφ). We may take the constant function
π ≡ z∗ where z∗ is the unique non-negative solution to z∗ = F (λ, z∗), and note that z∗ may
be written in terms of the Lambert-W function. By construction, this constitutes an infinite
volume tree recursion.

Uniqueness for λ ∈ [0, e/Cφ) follows from the more general Theorem 8.

To show that there are multiple infinite-depth recursions when λ > e/Cφ, we claim that
there are multiple solutions to the equation z = F (λ, F (λ, z)) for λ ∈ (0, λ); there are in fact
exactly three solutions, but for our purposes it will be sufficient to show that there are at
least three. If we define α = λCφ and y = z/λ, then α > e and z ∈ [0, λ] ⇐⇒ y ∈ [0, 1].
Further, the equation z = F (λ, F (λ, z)) is equivalent to

fα(y) := exp(−α exp(−αy))− y = 0 .

We note that fα(0) > 0 and fα(1) < 0. Further, fα(1/e) = exp(−α exp(−α/e))− 1/e which
is positive for α > e; this may be seen by noting that at α = e this value is zero and that the
derivative is non-negative with respect to α for α ≥ e. A similar argument shows fα(1/α) < 0.
By the intermediate value theorem, there are thus zeros in the intervals (0, 1/α), (1/α, 1/e)
and (1/e, 1).

Since there is only one solution in [0, λ] to z = F (λ, z), there must exist a solution z∗1
satisfying z∗1 = F (λ, F (λ, z∗1)) and z∗1 6= F (λ, z∗1). If we set z∗2 = F (λ, z∗1) then we have

z∗1 = F (λ, z∗2) and z∗2 = F (λ, z∗1) .

Thus, we may construct two recursions by first taking

π(v0, . . . , vk) =

{
z∗1 k is odd

z∗2 k is even

and then by swapping the roles of z∗1 and z∗2 . �

6. Finite volume Gibbs measures and analyticity of the pressure

In this section we deduce results about complex evaluations of partition functions from the
techniques of Section 5. We begin with some preliminary results about finite-volume Gibbs
measures and partition functions.

We now allow activities λ to take values in C. If λ is supported on a set Λ ⊂ X with
µ(Λ) < ∞, we say λ is a finite-volume activity function. We assume for the rest of this
section that all activity functions are bound and finite-volume, and we use Λ to refer to
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its support. We can define the finite-volume Gibbs point process via its grand-canonical
partition function,

(39) Z(λ) = 1 +
∑
k≥1

1

k!

∫
Xk
e−H(x1,...,xk)

k∏
i=1

λ(xi) dµ(x1) · · · dµ(xk) .

When λ = λ · 1Λ we write ZΛ(λ) for the partition function. When λ ≥ 0, the grand-
canonical Gibbs point process (GPP) is the probability measure νλ on (Nf ,N) defined by
the requirement

(40)

∫
Nf
g(X) dνλ(X) =

1

Z(λ)

∑
k≥0

1

k!

∫
Xk

k∏
j=1

λ(xj)e
−H(x1,...,xk)g

 k∑
j=1

δxj

 dx


for each suitable test function g : Nf → R.

In finite volume, we can write density functions in terms of ratios of partition functions.
This follows immediately from the GNZ equations (2).

Lemma 30. The density of v ∈ X at activity λ ≥ 0 can be written

(41) ρλ(v) = λ(v)
Z(λe−φ(v,•))

Z(λ)
,

where λe−φ(v,•) : X → R≥ denotes the function x 7→ λ(x)e−φ(v,x). The k-point density at
activity λ ≥ 0 can be written

(42) ρλ(v1, . . . , vk) = λ(v1) · · ·λ(vk)
Z(λe−

∑k
i=1 φ(vi,•))

Z(λ)
e−H(v1,...,vk) ,

where λe−
∑k
i=1 φ(vi,•) : X→ R≥ denotes the function x 7→ λ(x)e−

∑k
i=1 φ(vi,•).

In the case when λ takes values in C and Z(λ) 6= 0, we use (41) and (42) to define
complex-valued densities ρλ.

We will need the following simple continuity lemma.

Lemma 31. Let M ≥ 1. Then for any activities λ,λ′ uniformly bounded by M we have

|Z(λ)− Z(λ′)| ≤ ‖λ− λ′‖L1(µ) exp(M‖λ− λ′‖L1(µ)) .

Proof. Let λ and λ′ be two such activities and set δ = ‖λ− λ′‖L1(µ). Then

|Z(λ)− Z(λ′)| ≤
∑
k≥1

1

k!

∫
Xk

∣∣∣∣∣
k∏
i=1

λ(vi)−
k∏
i=1

λ′(vi)

∣∣∣∣∣ dµk(v)

≤
∑
k≥1

1

k!

∫
Xk
Mk−1

k∑
j=1

|λ(vi)− λ′(vi)| dµk(v)

= δ exp(Mδ) .

�

We next need a version of Proposition 17 suitable for complex-valued densities. To obtain
this, we recall a definition from [24]: a finite-volume, complex-valued activity function λ is
totally zero-free if for all measurable functions α : X → [0, 1], we have Z(α · λ) 6= 0. Our
main tool is the following recursion:
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Lemma 32. Let v ∈ X and assume λ is totally zero-free. Then

(43) ρλ(v) = λ(v) exp

(
−
∫
X
ρλv→w(w)(1− e−φ(v,w)) dw

)
where

λv→w(s) =

{
λ(s)e−φ(v,s) if d(v, s) < d(v, w)

λ(s) if d(v, s) ≥ d(v, w)
.

The proof is similar to that of [24, Theorem 8] and so we provide it in Appendix A. We also
will make use of another identity from [24, Lemma 7], whose proof we also defer to Appendix
A.

Lemma 33. Let y ∈ X and assume λ is totally zero-free. Then

(44) logZ(λ) =

∫
X
ρλ̂x(x) dx

where

λ̂x(w) =

{
0 if d(w, y) < d(x, y)

λ(w) otherwise
.

As a final ingredient, we need a complex analogue of Lemma 26. For ε > 0 and an interval
[a, b] we write Nε([a, b]) := {z ∈ C : d(z, [a, b]) < ε} for the ε-neighborhood of [a, b] in C. We
define a complex neighborhood to be a bounded, simply-connected, open set.

Lemma 34 (Complex contraction). For every λ0 ∈ (0, e/∆φ) there exists k, ε > 0 and

complex neighborhoods U1 ⊂ U2 so that [0, λ0] ⊂ U1 with U1 ⊂ U2 so that the following
holds. For every depth-k tree recursion with λ ∈ Nε([0, λ0]), ~τ ∈ U2 and v ∈ X we have
πλ,~τ ,~γw(v) ∈ U1.

The proof is a slightly more complicated version of the proof of Lemma 26; the main
change is that we must use a different potential function than

√
z, since

√
z is not analytic

at 0. Instead we use the function
√
δ + z for some δ > 0. This makes various aspects of the

proof more technical, but does not alter it in a significant way. For completeness, we prove
Lemma 34 in Appendix A.

With Lemmas 32, 33 and 34 in hand, we are ready to deduce the bound stated in Theorem
4.

Proof of Theorem 4. Fix λ0 ∈ (0, e/∆φ). Let k, ε, U1 and U2 be as guaranteed by Lemma 34

and set C = max{|z| : z ∈ U2}. Let λ be such that λ(x) ∈ N (λ0, ε) for all x ∈ X. For an
activity function λ, define the set Aλ = {λ′ : λ′(v) = α(v)λ(v), α(v) ∈ [0, 1]}. We will show
that for all λ′ ∈ Aλ we have

ρλ′(v) ∈ U2 for all v ∈ X .

With this in mind, define

A∗ := {λ′ ∈ Aλ : ρλ′′(v) ∈ U2 for all λ′′ ∈ Aλ′ , v ∈ X} .

For any λ′ ∈ A∗ note that for λ̂
′
x as in Lemma 33 we have |ρ

λ̂
′
x(x)
| ≤ C and so Lemma 33

gives

(45) | logZ(λ′)| ≤ Cµ(Λ) ,
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where Λ is the finite-volume support of λ.

To show λ ∈ A∗, we will show that A∗ = Aλ. We will essentially prove this by induction,
leaning on the following claim:

Claim 35. There exists an h > 0 so that if λ∗ ∈ A∗ then λ′ ∈ A∗ for all λ′ ∈ Aλ with
‖λ′ − λ∗‖L1(µ) < h.

Proof. Consider ρλ∗(x) for an arbitrary x ∈ X. By Lemma 23 we have ρλ∗(x) =
πλ∗,~τ ,~γw(x) where for each (v1, . . . , vk) we have that ~τ(x, v1, . . . , vk) = ρ(λ∗)x,v1,...,vk

(vk)

where (λ∗)x,v1,...,vk = (λ∗)f with f as in (29). Since (λ∗)x,v1,...,vk ∈ Aλ∗ , we thus have

(λ∗)x,v1,...,vk ∈ A∗, i.e. ~τ ∈ U2. We then have that ρλ∗(x) ∈ U1.

Since d(U1, U
c
2) > 0, we may apply Lemma 31, definition (41), and the inductive bound

(45) to find h > 0 small enough so that if ‖λ′ − λ∗‖L1(µ) < h, then still have ρλ(x) ∈ U2 for

all x ∈ X. By definition, this shows λ′ ∈ A∗. �

To see that λ ∈ A∗, note that 0 ∈ A∗, and we may find a sequence of activities 0 ≡
λ0,λ1, . . . ,λN = λ with λj ∈ Aλ and ‖λj − λj+1‖L1(µ) < h. Applying Claim 35 then shows
that λ ∈ A∗; noting (45) for λ completes the proof of the theorem. �

Proof of Corollary 5. Fix λ0 ∈ [0, e/∆φ). Let D be the simply connected open set guaranteed
by Theorem 4 applied to λ0. We will show that the pressure is analytic in D. Define
pn(λ) = 1

n logZΛn(λ). By applying Theorem 4, we have that pn(λ) is analytic in D and
satisfies |pn(λ)| ≤ C for all λ ∈ D. Further, we note that for all λ ∈ [0, λ0) we have that
pn(λ) converges to the limit p(λ). By Vitali’s convergence theorem (e.g., [33, Theorem 6.2.8]),
this assures that the limit limn→∞ pn(λ) exists for λ ∈ D and that the limit is an analytic
function. �
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Appendix A. Complex activities

Here we specialize to finite volume and generalize to complex-valued activity functions λ
to prove Lemmas 32, 33, and 34 and thus Theorem 4.

A.1. Integral identities. Before proving Lemmas 32 and 33, we recall some basic facts
from measure theory. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists a density fx for µx with
respect to the Lebesgue measure. For every y ∈ X we may apply the disintegration theorem
to find probability measures µy,t on the sets ∂Bt(y) so that for any Borel measurable function
ψ we have

(46)

∫
X
ψ(v) dµ(v) =

∫ ∞
0

∫
∂Bt(y)

ψ(v) dµy,t(v)fy(t) dt .

This may be understood as an analogue of switching to spherical coordinates with “origin”
at y.

Lemma 36. Let ψ : Xj → C be a symmetric, bounded, integrable function. Then for each
y ∈ X we have∫

Xj
ψ(x) dµj(x) = j

∫ ∞
0

∫
∂Bt(y)

∫
(Bt(y)c)j−1

ψ(x1, . . . , xj−1, w) dµj−1(x) fy(t)dµy,t(w) .

Proof. By symmetry of ψ, write∫
Xj
ψ(x) dµj(x) = j

∫
X

∫
Xj−1

ψ(x1, . . . , xj−1, w)1d(y,w)≤d(xi,y) ∀i dµ
j−1(x) dµ(w)

= j

∫
X

∫
(Bd(y,w)(y)c)j−1

ψ(x1, . . . , xj−1, w) dµj−1(x) dµ(w)

where in the last line we used Assumption 1. Applying (46) then completes the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 32. Define λt(w) = λ(w)(1− 1d(w,y)≤t(1− e−φ(y,w))) and compute∫
Xk

k∏
j=1

λt(vj)e
−H(v) dµk(v)

=

k∑
j=0

(−1)j
∫
Xk−j

(
k−j∏
i=1

λ(wi)

)∫
Bt(y)j

j∏
i=1

(
(1− e−φ(vi,y))λ(vi)

)
e−H(v,w)dµj(v)dµk−j(w) .

Denoting αv,y := 1− e−φ(v,y), rewrite the inner integral as:∫
Bt(y)j

j∏
i=1

(αvi,yλ(vi)) e
−H(v,w)dµj(v)

= j

∫ t

0

∫
∂Bs(y)

αx,yλ(x)

∫
Bs(y)j−1

j−1∏
i=1

(αvi,yλ(vi)) e
−H(x,v,w)dµy,s(x) dµj−1(v) ds .

An application of the fundamental theorem of calculus then gives

d

dt
Z(λt) = −

∑
k≥0

1

k!

∫
Xk

∫
∂Bt(y)

k∏
j=1

(
λt(vj)e

−φ(vj ,y)
)

(1− e−φ(w,y))λ(w) dµy,t(w) dµk(v)
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= −
∫
∂Bt(y)

λ(w)Z(λte
−φ(w,·)) dµy,t(w) .

Another application of the fundamental theorem of calculus gives

log ρλ(y) = logZ(λ∞)− log(Z(λ0))

= −
∫ ∞

0

∫
∂Bt(y)

λ(w)
Z(λte

−φ(w,·))

Z(λt)
(1− e−φ(w,y)) dµy,t(w) dt

= −
∫
X

(1− e−φ(w,y))ρλy→w(w) dµ(w) .

�

Proof of Lemma 33. Define λt via λt(w) = 1d(w,y)≥tλ(w) and note that by assumption
Z(λt) 6= 0 for all t. By Lemma 36 we have

Z(λt)− 1

=
∑
j≥1

1

j!

∫ ∞
0

j

∫
∂Bs(y)

λt(w)

∫
(Bs(y)c)j−1

j−1∏
i=1

λt(vi)e
−H(v1,...,vj−1,w)dµj−1(v) dµy,s(w) fy(s) ds

=
∑
j≥1

1

j!

∫ ∞
t

j

∫
∂Bs(y)

λ(w)

∫
(Bs(y)c)j−1

j−1∏
i=1

λ(vi)e
−H(v1,...,vj−1,w)dµj−1(v) dµy,s(w) fy(s) ds

and so

d

dt
Z(λt)

= −
∑
j≥1

1

(j − 1)!

∫
∂Bt(y)

λ(w)

∫
(Bt(y)c)j−1

j−1∏
i=1

λ(vi)e
−H(v1,...,vj−1,w)dµj−1(v) dµy,t(w) fy(t)

= −
∫
∂Bt(y)

λ(w)
∑
j≥0

1

j!

∫
Xj

j∏
i=1

(λt(vi)e
−φ(vi,w))e−H(v) dµj(v)dµy,t(w) fy(t)

= −
∫
∂Bt(y)

λ(w)Z(λte
−φ(w,·))fy(t) dµy,t(w) .

By the fundamental theorem of calculus, we then have

− logZ(λ) = logZ(λ∞)− logZ(λ0) =

∫ ∞
0

d

dt
logZ(λt) dt

= −
∫ ∞

0

∫
∂Bt(y)

λ(w)
Z(λte

−φ(w,·))

Z(λt)
fy(t) dµy,t(w) dt

= −
∫
X
ρλ̂x(x) dx .

�
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A.2. Complex Contraction. The main goal of this subsection is to prove Lemma 34.

In the proof of Lemma 26, we used the potential function x 7→
√
x. Since this function is

not analytic at x = 0, we need a slightly different potential function. Fix λ0 ∈ [0, e/∆φ) and

let δ > 0 be a constant to be chosen later. Set ψ(x) =
√
δ + x and gv(λ, z) = ψ(Fv(λ, ψ

−1(z)))
where we recall that Fv is defined in (35). Since the only physically meaningful second inputs
of Fv lie in [0, λ0], it is natural for us to consider gv applied to functions z taking values in

Iδ := ψ([0, λ0]) = [
√
δ,
√
λ0 + δ]. Further, we may in fact expand the domain in the complex

plane slightly: for each δ > 0, we may take δ1, δ2 > 0 sufficiently small with respect to δ so
that gv(λ, z) is still defined for z ∈ Nδ1(Iδ) and λ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]).

We will again be studying finite-depth tree recursions, although here we allow the boundary
conditions ~τ to take complex values. Throughout, all boundary conditions ~τ will be bounded
and measurable and so the tree recursions are well defined.

As before, our first step towards establishing this contraction is to apply the mean value
theorem to understand a single iteration of gv. Throughout this section, we write αw,v =

1 − e−φ(w,v), and all integrals are over X. We note that αw,v ≥ 0 and for each v ∈ X we
have

∫
αw,v dµ(w) =: Cv ≤ Cφ < ∞, and so we may define the finite measure αv on X via

αv(S) =
∫
S αw,v dµ(w).

Lemma 37 (Mean value theorem). For each λ0 ∈ (0, e/∆φ) and δ > 0, we may take δ1, δ2 > 0
sufficient small so that the following holds. For x,y ∈ Nδ1(Iδ) and v ∈ X, there exists some
z ∈ Nδ1(Iδ) so that for all λ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]) we have

|gv(λ,x)−gv(λ,y)|2 ≤

∣∣∣∣∣ λ2e2δCv exp
(
−2
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)

δ + λeδCv exp
(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)∣∣∣∣∣
∫
|z(w)|2 dαv(w)

∫
|y(w)−x(w)|2 dαv(w) .

Proof. Let zt = (1− t)x + ty and note that zt ∈ Nδ1(Iδ) by convexity. Compute

d

dt
gλ(zt) = −

λ exp(−
∫

(z2
t (w)− δ) dαv(w))√

δ + λ exp(−
∫

(z2
t (w)− δ) dαv(w))

∫
zt(w)(y(w)− x(w)) dαv(w) .

By the mean value theorem, there is a t ∈ [0, 1] so that we have

gλ(y)− gλ(x) =
d

dt
gλ(zt) .

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the measure dαv bounds∣∣∣∣∫ zt(w)(y(w)− x(w)) dαv(w)

∣∣∣∣2 ≤ ∫ |zt(w)|2dαv(w)

∫
|y(w)− x(w)|2 dαv(w) .

Taking z := zt completes the proof. �

We now bound a portion of the right-hand side of Lemma 37.

Lemma 38 (Derivative bound). For each λ0 ∈ (0, e/Cφ) and ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists δ, δ1, δ2 >
0 so that for all v ∈ X, z ∈ Nδ1(Iδ) and λ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]) we have∣∣∣∣∣ λ2e2δCv exp

(
−2
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)

δ + λeδCv exp
(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)∣∣∣∣∣
∫
|z(w)|2 dαv(w) ≤ (1 + ε)|λ|/e .
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Proof. For each δ > 0, we may make δ1, δ2 sufficiently small so that∣∣∣∣δ + λeδCv exp

(
−
∫

z(w)2dαv(w)

)∣∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣∣λeδCv exp

(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)

)∣∣∣∣ .
In particular, this implies∣∣∣∣∣ λ2e2δCv exp

(
−2
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)

δ + λeδCv exp
(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤

∣∣∣∣λeδCv exp

(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)

)∣∣∣∣ .
By choosing δ1 sufficiently small relative to ε > 0, we have |z(w)2 − |z(w)|2| ≤ ε/(2Cv).

We then have ∣∣∣∣exp

(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)

)∣∣∣∣ ≤ eε/2 exp

(
−
∫
|z(w)|2 dαv(w)

)
.

Combining the last two displayed equations then gives∣∣∣∣∣ λ2e2δCv exp
(
−2
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)

δ + λeδCv exp
(
−
∫

z(w)2 dαv(w)
)∣∣∣∣∣
∫
|z(w)|2 dαv(w)

≤ |λ|eδCv+ε/2 exp

(
−
∫
|z(w)|2 dαv(w)

)∫
|z(w)|2 dαv(w)

≤ e−1|λ|eδCv+ε/2

using the elementary inequality xe−x ≤ 1/e for x ≥ 0. Bounding Cv ≤ Cφ and choosing δ
sufficiently small completes the proof. �

With Lemmas 37 and 38 in hand, we now iteratively apply their respective bounds. Since
the proof is the same as Lemma 28, we omit the proof.

Lemma 39. In the context of Lemma 38, consider two depth-k tree recursions with common
(possibly complex) activity λ and damping function ~γ and different boundary conditions ~τ1

and ~τ2. If λ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]) and ~τ1, ~τ2 ∈ ψ−1Nδ1(Iδ) then∣∣ψ(πλ,~τ1,~γ(v))− ψ(πλ,~τ2,~γ(v))
∣∣2 ≤ (1 + ε)ke−k

∫ ∏
j

|λ(wj)~γ(v, w1, , . . . , wj)|
(

1− e−φ(wj ,wj−1)
)

× |ψ(τ1(v,w))− ψ(~τ2(v,w))|2 dµk(w)

where we set w0 = v.

Applying this for the damping function ~γw provides the contraction we need; again, the
proof is identical to Lemma 26 and so we omit the proof.

Lemma 40. For each λ0 ∈ [0, e/∆φ) and r ∈ (0, 1), there exists k, δ, δ1, δ2 ∈ (0, 1) so
that for all v ∈ X, λ ∈ N ([0, λ0]) and depth k tree recursions with boundary conditions
~τ1, ~τ2 ∈ ψ−1Nδ1(Iδ) with damping function ~γw we have∣∣ψ(πλ,~τ1,~γw(v))− ψ(πλ,~τ2,~γw(v))

∣∣ ≤ r‖ψ(~τ1)− ψ(~τ ′2)‖∞ .

We have now shown that after changing coordinates, the function ~τ 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γw(v) is a
contraction. Due to analyticity of Fv(λ,ρ) in λ, we note that for each fixed k, v, ~τ and ~γ,
the function λ 7→ πλ,~τ ,~γ(v) is uniformly continuous with respect to λ. Recalling that we
have chosen parameters so that ψ is analytic in the domains we are considering proves the
following lemma.
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Lemma 41. For each k, the following holds: for each ε1 > 0, δ1 > 0, δ > 0, there exists a
δ2 > 0 so that for all v ∈ X,λ,λ′ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]) with ‖λ − λ′‖∞ < δ2 and ~τ ∈ ψ−1N (Iδ) we
have ∣∣∣ψ(πλ,~τ ,~γw(v))− ψ(πλ′,~τ ,~γw(v))

∣∣∣ ≤ ε1 .

We are nearly at the proof of Lemma 34; putting together the pieces will prove Lemma 34
up to undoing the coordinate change performed by ψ.

Lemma 42. Fix λ0 ∈ [0, e/∆φ). Then there exists k, δ, δ1, δ2, δ3 > 0 with δ3 ∈ (0, δ1) so that
for all λ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]), ~τ ∈ ψ−1Nδ1(Iδ) and v ∈ X we have πλ,~τ ,~γw(v) ∈ ψ−1Nδ3(Iδ).

Proof. By Lemma 40, we may choose k, δ, δ1, δ2 > 0 so that∣∣ψ(πλ,~τ ,~γw(v))− ψ(πλ,~τ ′,~γw(v))
∣∣ ≤ 1

2
‖ψ(~σ)− ψ(~σ′)‖∞

whenever λ ∈ Nδ2([0, λ0]) and ~τ , ~τ ′ ∈ ψ−1Nδ1(Iδ). Define ~τ ′ via setting ψ(~τ(w)′) to be the
closest point in [0, λ0] to ψ(~τ(w)) for each w and define λ′ by setting λ′(w) to be the point
in [0, λ0] closest to λ(w); by Lemma 41, we may make δ2 even smaller so that we have

|ψ(πλ′,~τ ′,~γw(v))− ψ(πλ,~τ ′,~γw(v))| ≤ δ1/4 .

Combining the previous two displayed equations shows We then have

|ψ(πλ,~τ ,~γw(v))− ψ(πλ′,~τ ′,~γw(v))| ≤ 3

4
δ1 .(47)

Since πλ′,~τ ′,~γw(v) ∈ [0, λ0], (47) shows |ψ(πλ,~τ ,~γw(v)) ∈ ψ−1Nδ3(Iδ) for δ3 = 3δ1/4. �

Proof of Lemma 34. Apply Lemma 42, and set ε = δ2, U1 = ψ−1Nδ1(Iδ) and U2 =
ψ−1Nδ3(Iδ). Noting that ψ is conformal on Nδ1(Iδ) shows that these preimages are com-
plex domains and indeed U2 ⊂ U1. �
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